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Membership concerns us all!Membership concerns us all!

Jens Erik Rasmussen
Regional Rotary Coordinator Zone 16
dg1470-1213@rotary.dk

A remarkable fact
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A cycle that can go both ways

New (!) 
members

More 
funding

Better
projects

More PR

More 
awareness

Can a communication mindshift do the job!

A Membership strategy in a different light. Club and district level

1 Stop the drain

2 Get attractive

3 Increase Rotary’s
opening hours

4 Start attracting

5 Remain vibrant

Three ways for clubs to Stop the drain

1. Ask!

2. Make sure something goes on

3. Tell the Rotary story
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Details on how to stop the drain

Rotary is a membership organization and 

as such it needs a constant supply of new 

members to survive in the long run. 

Members leaving us for no satisfactory 

reason are the main problem in these 

regions. So stopping the drain of 

members, who leave Rotary unsatisfied, 

will have an immediate effect on 

membership numbers since there is also 

a satisfactory attraction of new members 

in this region.

A high average age is not a problem in 

itself but a signal of years of recruitment 

neglect.

• Districts don’t have members but 

should support clubs with best 

practices on how to conduct 

surveys, self-assessment tests and 

club visioning seminars or introduce 

mentor programs or buddies in the 

club. Assistant Governors or even a 

dedicated task-force are useful for 

this initiative

• Use district training seminars to 

create a sensation of burning 

platform for clubs, without 

spreading panic. Tell them how the 

district is going to help them 

succeed

• Produce a manual for district 

management and ensure that clubs 

have the same

• Based on historical facts, roughly 

ten percent of your members will 

leave Rotary during the next year. 

Identify these members and ask 

them what it takes to make them 

stay. Usually a declining attendance 

is a good measure of reduced buy-in 

to Rotary

• Conduct interview or a survey with 

recently left members to learn from 

what made them leave

• Make a survey in the club and ask 

questions like “Will you be a 

member of this club two years from 

now, if nothing changes?” or 

“Would you have become a 

member of this club as it is now, if 

you were not a member already?”

Workshop 1: Stop the drain

• Discuss whether you have a ”drain”-problem 
in your club. Are you losing members that
realy should stay? 

• Which four-five questions would be sensible 
to ask the members in your club in 
connection with a club self-assessment test?

• How can the district help you during this
phase?

• What is going to be your first initiative when
you get home to start this process?

Three ways for clubs to Get attractive

1. Run a club self-assessment
process

2. Identify your club’s DNA

3. Accept that some members might
leave

Details on how to get attractive

Before it can think of attracting new 

members (not more members), the 

club must be attractive. This is 

particularly significant if the plan is 

to attract younger members such as 

former Rotaractors, JayCees, Round 

Tablers, program alumni etc.

• Locate the black spots on the district map. 

Experience shows that creating a new club 

is a faster way to overall membership 

growth, than waiting for most clubs to re-

shape and grow

• How is your creation of new clubs 

organized?  Is there a district membership 

committee?

• Identify clubs that are successful and use 

them as best practices at district training 

seminars

• Produce material that tells the story of 

Rotary in your own language, in a shape 

that is appealing to all members and 

usable to clubs. This should focus on what 

Rotary does rather than who we are

• Look at the proposition of also 

establishing Rotaract Clubs during this 

phase

• Does the general Rotary concept need 

modernization. Some clubs and members 

find – erroneously - that they are more 

bound by Rotary rules than actually is the 

case. Establish a modernization 

committee

• Organize seminars for clubs in video 

training and social media

• Are you relevant and attractive or are you 

just a clutter of people who have known 

each other for a long time and shares meals 

together once a week?

• Is your club the club of your dreams or just a 

result of years of incidental and incoherent 

management?

• Does your club undertake activities that are 

being noticed by people outside of your 

club?

• Are you having fun?

• How is your reception of potential new 

members organized?

• Use time to identify the DNA and profile of 

your club and find out what makes it unique 

to the community and/or among the Rotary 

clubs of that community. Even with ten 

clubs in the vicinity it is possible to stand 

out with a special profile

• If you are a lunch club, consider moving to a 

more practical time slot. Use for instance a 

period of six months to test it

• How big is the share of women in the club? 

Club roster should reflect the community 

around you, not to lose credibility

• Focus more on coherence in the club than on 

average age alone. Plot member’s age into a 

chart and ensure that there is no gaps of 

seven years or more on the line 

Three ways to Increase Rotarys opening hours

1. Know your neigbouring clubs

2. Establish a (satellite) club

3. Swap meeting times

Details on how to increase opening hours

The more slots of time during the 

week a potential member can 

choose between to become a 

member of a Rotary Club, the bigger 

the likelihood that he or she can 

become a member. 

The slogan can be “Better two clubs 

of 30 members than one of 60”

• Identify communities with a 

potential for new clubs. 

Morning clubs are more viable, 

evening clubs next and lunch 

clubs last

• Satellite clubs can be 

introduced where one club find 

it difficult to either split 

completely or when the 

community is too small to 

sustain two separate clubs

• Take steps to establish an e-club 

within your district. It attracts a 

different type of members that 

have the potential to become 

members of a “bricks-and-

mortar” club later

• Cocktail clubs can be a more 

vibrant alternative to traditional 

evening clubs

• A club can introduce a satellite 

club to extend its own opening 

hours, if the need is there and it 

is a practical solution

• Lunch clubs can plan to meet in 

the morning or evening once a 

month to mitigate the problems 

of getting to a Rotary meeting 

in the middle of a working day 

• More importantly, any club 

must accept and not object to 

the establishment of another 

Rotary club in the vicinity. It is 

all part of the Rotary family and 

the first club apparently have 

not been able to get these 

potential new members on 

board
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Workshop 2 & 3: 

Get attractive & Increase Opening Hours

• Younger and older members have different
opinions on what ”atractive” is. How can the 
club approach both these groups?

• Share your experiences with local projects
and howyou have benefited from such
projects?

• How do we ensure that everyone is involved?

• Can a satellite club or changing meeting 
times make a difference for your club? – for 
Rotary in Iceland as a whole??

Three ways for clubs to Start attracting

1. Have a mentoring program in place

2. Identify the type of members you
want

3. Ask!

PS! Younger people join causes, not clubs!

Details on how to start attracting

Only when districts and clubs are in shape and ready to 

receive new members, it makes sense to actively attract 

new members. 

Many members in a club is not necessarily an indicator of 

success. A club should also be able to produce more than 

many members

• Use your PR committee and toolbox to get the 

message out. Both the messages of what Rotary 

does and of the fact that you are taking in new 

members

• By taking the initiative to arrange a district-wide 

activity such as a Rotary Day, the district can 

challenge clubs to participate

• Support clubs by conducting a seminar for 

members who have joined within the past one-two 

years. Use this to tell The Story of Rotary, since 

many clubs fail in doing that

• Younger people tend to join a cause and not a 

club. The club-for-life concept is not for this group. 

They need proper cause for joining, i.e. a clear 

message on what we do. They like consensus, 

speed, spontaneity, action

• Give clubs support for arranging the Rotary Day 

• Identify which type of members you want to 

attract to the club of your dreams. Use the 

directory or yellow pages and make a very clear 

profile of the new member type. Remember that 

he, who looks for everybody, sees nobody, 

whereas he, who looks for butchers, sees butchers

• Conduct membership recruitment activities and 

have your mentor programs in place. 

• Don’t be too ambitious when it comes to reducing 

the average age of the club

• Use PR and relate to obvious sources of members 

such as JCI,   Round Table/Ladies Circle, Rotaract & 

Rotary program alumni

• Organize meetings open to the public. Address 

problems that are relevant to the community 

and/or have local peers come and present 

interesting subjects

• Too often, a potential member answers “Nobody 

ever asked me!” when asked why they are not a 

member of Rotary

• Always attract new members in groups of 3-5. 

Have openings twice a year. This adds exclusivity 

to the club. 

• Respect the fact that Only members attract 

members. No campaign alone will result in 

outsiders to come to a meeting and remain in 

Rotary forever. 

• Organize the first meetings for new members in 

private homes. Let no one know who the other 

participants are, until they get there

• Also remember that shared responsibility is 

nobody’s responsibility. So appoint clear 

responsibilities.

Workshop 4: Start attracting

• Which types of members does your club have, 
and which types do you need?

• What can an activity around membership
acquisition look like in your club?

• How will you get PR for the activity?

• Whose task is it to ask the potential members
to come and join a meeting and perhaps later
join Rotary?

Three ways for clubs to Remain vibrant

1. Develop a club strategic plan

2. Ensure that everyone is involved

3. Let everyone have his or her 
own Rotary

Details on how to remain attractive

There is no point in putting a lot of effort 

into re-vitalizing a club to a new level, and 

then letting it stay there. Clubs must 

remain in accordance with the demands of 

the community and its members.

• Never seize the marketing effort of 

the vibrant club concept at district 

seminars. This is not just another 

program of Rotary, but the pre-

requisite for Rotary as we know it

• Enthusiasm means “The God within”. 

If a member feels in contact with the 

God within, he or she will climb 

mountains to attend Rotary’s 

activities. A group of enthusiastic 

members, will inevitably make up a 

vibrant club

• We all have our own Rotary so a 

vibrant club is not a shape that 

everyone must fit inside, but a 

framework for everyone to live the 

Rotary they feel like. That is why it is 

important to tell the full story of what 

Rotary has to offer 

• Develop and communicate a strategy 

for the club or an action plan and 

have the whole succession of club 

management sign it

• Even the most eager of members 

burn out eventually. Ensure 

continuity by having a group of 

members dedicated to membership 

development
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Workshop 5: Remain vibrant

• What is the most important activity your club
can perform to remain vibrant?

• Which kind of forum would be right for this
process?

• Do you need any help from people outside of 
the club to run the process and/or remain
vibrant?

Summarizing

• Become familiar with the membership
strategy for your zone

• Use the tools on www.rotary.org

– Showcase, ideas, Rotary Club Central

• We are Rotary but we don’t own Rotary. We
only operate it for a while until successors 
take over

• Membership concerns us all!

ASK goddamit!


